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Welcome to the dream world 
of ELSA DESIGN Boiserie.

This project reflects 
the international standard 
for quality 3D ornaments, 
innovating constantly 
in technology, 
materials and design. 

Welcome

World

Imagination

to 
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Contemporary quality solutions 
that are both functional and decorative.

With ELSA DESIGN Boiserie 
you can make every room unique, 
entirely in line with your style and personality, 
without any creative restrictions.

Welcome 

          World.

The result is a comprehensive 
and complete collection 
by and for passionate professionals. 

Creative professionals 
who appreciate innovation and quality 
products that are easy to install, 
enabling them to create inspiring 
and unique spaces.
 
From skirting boards 
and indirect lighting profiles 
to multifunctional profiles and cornice 
mouldings with real character. 

 to our 



OUR SERVICES

Import/Export

Interior Design

Logistic Organization

Renewable Energy

The ELSA DESIGN and the ELSA INTERNATIONAL 

CONCEPT LTD -specialized in Nigerian 
business- were born from the union of 
several Italian businessman who work in 
different sectors.

The synergy of different business 
experiences in various ranges of activity has 
made possible the achievement of important 
target, providing a comprehensive range of 
services to its customers.
With regard to the import-export services, 
the company is able to offer a wide range 
of raw material and products aimed at 
the industry and building trade, these 
services are significantly supported by the 
international relationship created over the 
years by the businessman and partner of the 
ELSA DESIGN  and the ELSA INTERNATIONAL 

CONCEPT LTD; they always give special 
attention to the renewable energies, as to 
invest part of the company’s proceeds in some 
initiatives dedicated to the “green” energy.

The company is specialized in made in Italy 
material, offering high quality and design 
products.
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“Grand style:
a great success”
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English Heritage is recreated 
in a modern manner in this room. 

The framed panels on the wall are arranged 
in an original pattern, and the imposing 
asymmetrical cornice moulding creates an 
optical illusion.

This interior shows that a grand style with 
strong mouldings can be enormously 
successful.

Artson
Cranleigh - UK



Bardò



“A cosmopolitan atmosphere 
thanks to the organic shapes 

created by Ulf Moritz’ profiles”





Manoir Fleuri

Baroque is back, but that does not necessarily mean 
artistic excess - as this interior demonstrates. 

The decorative mouldings and corner features, 

inspired by the past, generate an array of lines and 
shadows without being obtrusive.

Bordeaux - FR



Clinic 28
Den Haag - NL



“A perfect reflection of 
the true and natural 

beauty of mouldings”



Clinic 28
Den Haag - NL



The authentic aura of the interior of this stately villa 
in The Hague has been restored by fitting

skirting boards, framed panels and cornice mouldings. 

In this cosmetic clinic, beauty finds
its full expression in a warm, familiar surroundings.
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In Porters Guesthouse, 
the traditional warm interior
harmonises perfectly with the
architecture of the building. 

In every room columns, cornice
mouldings and wall coverings
draw your attention in an almost
theatrical manner.



Pieter Porters
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“Rooms that breathe history”
Sigisbert Engelbosch,Interior Designer





Alhaji Dahiru 

Mangal

Luxury Villa of 

Abuja, Nigeria



Alhaji Dahiru 

Mangal

Luxury Villa of 

Abuja, Nigeria







Our Italian staff specialized 
in interior design

knows how important it is 
take care of every detail to 

achieve a high quality result. 

Sophisticated materials 
and refined architectural 

solutions, are the strengths 
of our work.



Twist | Modello 03

Law Firm | Los Angeles

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1-3.5 cm max. rilievo
PESO

7.3 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

National Stadium | Warsaw



MODEL | 01
The natural composition of 3D panels
and the Loft systems design are designed to
harmonize with the structure to be coated.

DECORATIVE PANELS



Round & Square | Modello 05

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1.4-2.4cm max. rilievo
PESO

6.3 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Photography Studio | London

MODEL | 02
DECORATIVE PANELS

Twist | Modello 03

Law Firm | Los Angeles

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1-3.5 cm max. rilievo
PESO

7.3 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

National Stadium | Warsaw



Round & Square | Modello 05

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1.4-2.4cm max. rilievo
PESO

6.3 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Photography Studio | London

Round & Square | Modello 05

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1.4-2.4cm max. rilievo
PESO

6.3 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Photography Studio | London



Flutter | Modello 13

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1.3-3.5 cm max. rilievo
PESO

6.2 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Private Art Gallery |  Zurich

MODEL | 03
The Loft Design System panels
are predisposed to naturally regulate
the moisture level of the walls, absorbing
the excesses and releasing the water 
absorbed in more dry periods.

DECORATIVE PANELS



Flutter | Modello 13

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1.3-3.5 cm max. rilievo
PESO

6.2 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Private Art Gallery |  Zurich



Curves | Modello 01

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1-3.5 cm max. rilievo
PESO

6.5 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Design Showroom | New York

MODEL | 04
DECORATIVE PANELS



Curves | Modello 01

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1-3.5 cm max. rilievo
PESO

6.5 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Design Showroom | New York

Rapid installation

Soundwave technology

Any colorsModern Design

Natural components

100% eco

Curves | Modello 01

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1-3.5 cm max. rilievo
PESO

6.5 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Design Showroom | New York



Meringue | Modello 29

Hotel Apartment | Australia

FORMATO

57x100 cm*
SPESSORE

0.5-2.8 cm max. rilievo
PESO

8 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Photography Studio | Milan



Meringue | Modello 29

Hotel Apartment | Australia

FORMATO

57x100 cm*
SPESSORE

0.5-2.8 cm max. rilievo
PESO

8 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Photography Studio | Milan

MODEL | 05
The Soundwave technology of 

some models allows a perfect solution 
for high performance acoustics.

DECORATIVE PANELS



Padding | Modello 30

Car Dealer Showroom | Tokyo

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1-2.6 cm max. rilievo
PESO

6.7 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Maserati Club | Interlaken

MODEL | 06
DECORATIVE PANELS



Padding | Modello 30

Car Dealer Showroom | Tokyo

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1-2.6 cm max. rilievo
PESO

6.7 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Maserati Club | Interlaken

Padding | Modello 30

Car Dealer Showroom | Tokyo

FORMATO

60x60 cm*
SPESSORE

1-2.6 cm max. rilievo
PESO

6.7 kg

PANNELLO DECORATIVO

Maserati Club | Interlaken



PANNELLI MURALI DECORATIVI 
rendono i tuoi ambienti unici

TM

MODEL | 07
DECORATIVE PANELS



ELSA DESIGN SAS
Via Morello, 1

13060 Roasio (VC) Italy
sterubin24@gmail.com

elsa.design@yahoo.com 
www.elsadesign.it

Mr. Steven Rubin
sterubin24@gmail.com

Mob.: +39  392 633 2128
Mob.: +234 (0) 703 481 9424

ELSA INTERNATIONAL 
CONCEPT LTD
Kado Estate 13, 

Crescent Hse 59B
Abuja - Nigeria

Mob.: +234 (0) 806 266 6445
Mob.: +234 (0) 807 677 9404



www.elsadesign.it
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